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About This Software

Take control of your cluttered desktop and make way for a clean creative workspace with Fences, the perfect Windows
organizational solution. Fences has a little somethi 5d3b920ae0
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Very easy to use. On start up you are given the option to have it sort your icons into fences, once this is done its a simple matter
of click and drag to sort your icons into your preference. Click on the sides or bottom to resize the fences and click on the fence
name to rename it. Several options from changing the colour to setting if the fences snap together or how far you want then
seperated. If like me and you find that you are always having numerous folders open or you close one only to realise that you
need it open again then the folder portal is a blessing as you can create a folder portal and then access these folders direct from
your desktop. Very handy product if you have wallpaper engine installed or you just want a clean desktop as double click hides
or restores the fences.. Great for organisational junkies that have too much stuff on their desktop. Amazing program ! Love to
use it every day , its nice combo with Wallpaper Engine .. Fresh version of windows every month, download fences everytime.
boxes clean as .. I absolutely love this program. Its a great and easy way to clear up your desktop, and make it not only visually
appealing, but well organized.. Nice and helpfull tool to keep your desktop clean.. Just Amazing! I don't ever want to go back
10/10.. At this time Fences is very buggy especially version 3.07, it has been reverted back to 3.05 but it still will not let you
transfer a exe file from one fence to another and its extremly laggy.wouldn't recommend for now at this time its just annoying.
[Update] the problems above have been fixed in the latest update and i'm more than fair to give ffences the thumbs up as its a
program i really enjoy and basically keeps my windows orderly.recommended.

Fences is Now Available on Steam : Fences Launches on Steam. Stardocks Fences v3.05 Update Release : Today, Stardock
released an update for Fences. Version 3.05 includes Simplified Chinese language support along with some adjustments to
existing features. Fences allows a user to automatically organize their Windows desktop shortcuts and icons in shaded areas that
can be hidden by double-clicking to reduce clutter. A recent demand for Fences from the Asia / Pacific marketplace prompted
the new Simplified Chinese language addition. Simplified Chinese language support brings the organization benefits and
desktop control features of Fences to an audience of over 1.3 billion people more seamlessly than ever before. In addition to
Simplified Chinese language support, Fences 3.05 offers a number of updates and fixes, including better rule handling and
adjustments for Microsofts Windows 10 Insider builds. Fences is $9.99 and is available through Stardock [www.stardock.com]
and Steam . To see Fences in action, view the new Quick Tips video series on YouTube. For more information about Fences
and Stardocks suite of desktop customization and productivity applications, visit . Full Change Log: FEATURE: Added
simplified Chinese Localization UPDATE: Heuristic improvements (icons go where they should go and shouldn't fall out of
fences) UPDATE: Improved start process (users were having to right-click on desktop to show Fences) UPDATE: Fixed Folder
Portal spacing for Windows 10 Insider Redstone-3 Fast Track, spacing logic tweak for RS2 UPDATE: Improved bug reporting
FIX: Fixed issue where drag/drop into a roll-up fence failed FIX: Fixed issue where hidden icons would save excessively during
mousedown events FIX: Fences could crash while performing activities such as switching monitors, resizing desktop area, initial
startup. Groupy is Now Available on Steam : Get what youve always wanted from Windows: browser-like tabs for your apps!
Keep all your apps together in browser-like tabs with Groupy! This app will transform the way you use your PC. A popular
utility app from the makers of Fences and Multiplicity, Groupy lets Windows users group desktop windows together as easily as
browsers group websites together. Groupy is a killer app that will let you take things like Microsoft Office programs, Adobe
Creative Suite apps, File Explorer windows, and much more, and put them into tabbed groups. Just like modern web browsers
group their websites together, you can now do that with all of the Windows apps on your desktop, making for a cleaner and
more efficient experience. Creating groups is simple: drag a window to another window and combine them into a single
window, with tabs showing in the title bar. For example, open multiple web browsers, all in one set of tabs, or Office
applications like Excel and Word, all in a single, easy-to-use window. To ungroup, simply drag the tab off the group. Save
existing groups and launch them at a later time, contained and ready to go. Once a group is created, you can quickly switch
between different windows with a simple hot-key or by clicking on the tab. Groupy can also automatically add launched
programs into an existing tabbed group. Groupy works on Windows 10, 8, and 7.
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